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ABSTRACT
Designing strategies for anti-cancer therapy have posed a significant challenge. One approach has been to inhibit specific DNA repair proteins

and their respective pathways to enhance chemotherapy and radiation therapy used to treat cancer patients. Synthetic lethality represents an

approach that exploits pre-existing DNA repair deficiencies in certain tumors to develop inhibitors of DNA repair pathways that compensate

for the tumor-associated repair deficiency. Since helicases play critical roles in the DNA damage response and DNA repair, particularly

in actively dividing and replicating cells, it is proposed that the identification and characterization of synthetic lethal relationships of

DNA helicases will be of value in developing improved anti-cancer treatment strategies. In this review, we discuss this hypothesis

and current evidence for synthetic lethal interactions of eukaryotic DNA helicases in model systems. J. Cell. Biochem. 106: 758–763,

2009. Published 2009 Wiley-Liss, Inc.y
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C ells exposed to DNA damage have multiple pathways in order

to cope with the stressed condition. DNA repair is believed to

represent a good target for enhancing cancer treatment strategies

that are based on chemotherapy drugs or radiation that induce death

of rapidly proliferating cells. There is a growing interest in synthetic

lethality of compensating DNA repair pathways as a strategy to

target cancer therapies based on the genetic background of the

tumor. Since helicases play an integral role in the DNA damage

response, it seems reasonable that this particular class of proteins

may be one of the optimal bull’s eye targets for cancer therapy based

on synthetic lethality (Fig. 1). Specifically, compensatory repair

pathways mediated by DNA helicases are a priority for further

studies. Research in the basic sciences has demonstrated and

characterized synthetic lethal interactions of eukaryotic DNA

helicases. This work is likely to serve as a foundation for the

development of anti-cancer therapies that utilize small molecule

helicase inhibitors or antagonists to helicase gene expression such as

RNA interference.

HITTING THE BULL’S EYE—A CHALLENGE FOR
CANCER THERAPY

There has been considerable discussion during the last several years

that DNA repair proteins and pathways might be suitable targets for
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anti-cancer strategies (see review series published in May 2008 in

Anti-Cancer Agents-Medicinal Chemistry) [Adhikari et al., 2008;

Bernstein et al., 2008; Brosh, 2008; Casorelli et al., 2008; Dexheimer

et al., 2008; Gupta and Brosh, 2008; Kelley and Fishel, 2008; Litman

et al., 2008; Maga and Hubscher, 2008; Powell and Kachnic, 2008;

Sakamoto-Hojo and Balajee, 2008]. The principal concept is that the

traditional therapies to battle cancer are largely based on treatments

of patients with DNA damaging agents or radiation to kill the rapidly

proliferating tumorigenic cells. However, a number of complicating

factors contribute to the reduced effectiveness of cancer therapies

based on DNA damage-induced cell killing. Hitting the bull’s eye to

achieve the goal of total elimination of the cancer without serious

side-effect remains a huge challenge to both scientists and

clinicians.

What factors and issues compromise the accuracy of the archer

seeking to deliver with precision a direct strike at the bull’s eye?

There are a number of potential caveats of conventional anti-cancer

therapies relying on the administration of DNA damaging

chemotherapy drugs or direct radiation of tumors [Allan and

Travis, 2005; Helleday et al., 2008]. The cytotoxic effects of such

treatments on normal cells pose a significant threat to cancer

patients. Tumors can become resistant to radiotherapy or

chemotherapy. Cancer cells have the mysterious ability to maintain

their active proliferation by up-regulating DNA damage response
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Fig. 1. Bull’s eye for cancer therapy: helicase-targeted synthetic lethality.

Compensatory helicase-dependent DNA repair pathways may represent a

suitable target for anti-cancer therapy strategies that are designed to intro-

duce DNA damage to tumors with pre-existing defined DNA repair deficiencies.

See text for details.
and DNA repair pathways that enable the cells to circumvent their

ultimate demise that would normally occur as a consequence of the

accumulation of replicative DNA lesions that are themselves lethal

or induce apoptotic cell death. Moreover, the concentration of drug

or dose of radiation can be toxic to normal non-cancerous cells due

to impairment of DNA replication or transcription, leading to a rapid

decline in tissue and organ function. This situation has challenged

cancer biologists to determine a therapeutic index of DNA repair

inhibitors for a given drug or radiation treatment to improve the

efficacy of the anti-cancer treatment strategy.

Thus, DNA repair proteins and pathways might be suitable targets

for inhibition to enhance the current chemotherapeutic options.

However, certain issues still exist such as the cytotoxic effects of

DNA repair inhibitors on normal cells as well as the elevated

genomic instability resulting from interference of DNA repair

pathways. Since mammalian cells rely heavily on DNA repair to

protect against DNA damaging agents used for chemotherapy,

therapy-related carcinogenesis leading to secondary primary

cancers is a significant risk. In order for DNA repair inhibition to

enhance anti-cancer therapy, the targets will have to be carefully

chosen and hit with precision, leading us back to the bull’s eye

analogy.

SYNTHETIC LETHALITY: A PROMISING APPROACH
FOR TAILORED STRATEGIES TO FIGHT CANCER

To maximize the synergistic effects of DNA damaging agents and

DNA repair inhibitors, it would be helpful to determine the genetic

background of the tumor. Because of the mutagenic nature of

cancer, tumors typically already have deficiencies in certain DNA

repair pathways. However, compensatory pathways of DNA repair

may prevail, and reduce the effectiveness of the drug treatment. The

concept of synthetic lethality whereby inhibition of a DNA repair

pathway in a tumor already deficient for a given repair pathway may
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prove to be an effective strategy for novel cancer therapies. In fact, a

proof-of-principal for this approach has been realized with the

discovery by Helleday, Ashworth, and colleagues that inhibitors of

the single-stranded break (SSB) DNA repair protein poly (ADP)-

ribose polymerase (PARP)1 are synthetic lethal in HR deficient cells

with mutations in breast cancer susceptibility proteins BRCA1 or

BRCA2 [Bryant et al., 2005; Farmer et al., 2005]. In this case, it is

believed that when PARP1 is inhibited, SSBs persist which lead to

the collapse of replication forks in dividing cells that ultimately

result in potentially toxic double-strand breaks (DSB). In BRCA-

deficient cells, the absence of homologous recombination (HR)

which normally provides an error-free pathway to deal with

replication fork associated lesions results in cell killing by

concentrations of PARP inhibitor that are not toxic to HR-proficient

cells. This elegant discovery has paved the way for researchers to

study synthetic lethality as an improved mechanism for cancer

therapy. In fact, clinical trials using PARP inhibitors are currently in

progress [Lord and Ashworth, 2008]. Deficiency in other HR repair

proteins also sensitizes cells to PARP inhibitors [McCabe et al.,

2006], suggesting that by targeting compensatory DNA repair

pathways, DNA damaging therapy or ionizing radiation may be

tailored to the specific genetic makeup of the individual and/or

tumor.

CAN SYNTHETIC LETHALITY BE ACHIEVED
THROUGH THE INHIBITION OF HELICASE-
DEPENDENT DNA REPAIR PATHWAYS?

Now, numerous DNA repair proteins have been investigated for their

utility as targets to enhance cancer therapy options. The classes of

potential DNA repair targets include those that are involved in base

excision repair (BER), the BRCA-Fanconi Anemia (FA) pathway,

DNA damage signaling kinases, mismatch repair proteins, nucleo-

tide excision repair, and DSB repair (HR and nonhomologous end-

joining (NHEJ)) [Helleday et al., 2008]. Given the prominence of the

HR pathway of DSB repair to deal with replication associated lesions

that accumulate in rapidly proliferating cells, we hypothesize that

DNA helicases which are known to have fundamentally important

roles in HR represent a strong class of potentially suitable DNA

repair targets [Gupta and Brosh, 2007, 2008]. Keeping in mind the

power of synthetic lethality, we will discuss some pertinent reports

in the literature that identify and characterize helicase-dependent

pathways and genetic interactions that might lead to novel

approaches for cancer therapy. We will begin this discussion with

instrumental studies in yeast that have identified key DNA repair

helicases followed by a description of some useful higher eukaryotic

systems providing insight to helicase determinants of synthetic

lethality. This work will be placed in the context of potentially

enhancing cancer therapeutic options.

SYNTHETIC LETHALITY: USING YEAST TO EXPLORE
HELICASE NETWORKS

A landmark article that began the era for investigation of DNA

helicase genetic networks was published in 2003 from the Boeke lab
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[Ooi et al., 2003]. In this article, the Sgs1 and Srs2 30–50 DNA

helicases of Saccharomyces cerevisiae were investigated for their

genetic interactions by a technique known as synthetic lethal

analysis by microarray (SLAM). This approach enabled the

investigator to identify genome-wide interactions with the helicase

(or any other gene) in question using a facile methodology, and also

ranked candidate genetic interactions. The results from the study by

the Boeke lab suggested different roles for Srs2 and Sgs1 in the

response to replicational stress. Srs2 was predicted to operate in a

damaged DNA replication fork processing role, whereas Sgs1 was

more specifically tailored to have roles in rDNA replication, DNA

topology, or lagging strand synthesis. Moreover, Sgs1 and Srs2

were predicted to operate in parallel pathways in a DNA damage

checkpoint pathway by separately transducing the replicational

stress signal. Overall, this study provided a first proof of principle

that helicase genetic interaction networks exist and can be dissected.

Moreover, the results were consistent with earlier evidence that the

synthetic lethal interaction of srs2 and sgs1 [Lee et al., 1999] can be

attributed to accumulation of toxic recombination intermediates

that can be suppressed by the additional loss of HR genes RAD51 or

RAD54 [Gangloff et al., 2000].

In 2005, the Campbell lab employed a synthetic genetic array

analysis (SGA) using DNA2 as the query yeast helicase gene [Budd

et al., 2005]. Dna2 is best-known for its role during Okazaki

fragment processing, a key aspect of cellular lagging strand DNA

replication. Using two well-known conditional alleles of DNA2, 43

synthetic lethal or synthetic sick genetic interactions were identified

and validated. Further analysis of the DNA2 gene-interacting

pathways defined a network of proteins previously implicated to

operate at the replication fork and important for genomic stability.

These included proteins involved in the processes of Okazaki

fragment processing, DNA repair, and chromatin remodeling. DNA2

genetically interacted with polymerase delta, other DNA helicases,

and genes that are synthetic lethal with srs2 and sgs1. Like the Boeke

study [Ooi et al., 2003], the Campbell study identified the 50–30

helicase Rrm3 as a critical hub in the helicase network, suggesting

that Rrm3 prevents the accumulation of toxic recombination or

replication intermediates. Importantly, the work suggested that

Dna2 and other helicases (Sgs1, Srs2, Rrm3) form a complex

interacting network with other DNA replication, repair, and

recombination proteins to preserve genomic integrity at the

replication fork.

The ongoing work in yeast to investigate synthetic lethal

interactions among genes involved in cellular nucleic acid

metabolism will likely provide new platforms to explore function-

ally conserved proteins and pathways in higher eukaryotes. The

value of yeast as a model organism to study helicase gene networks

cannot be underestimated, given the growing evidence that

conserved response pathways to DNA damage and replicational

stress exist between yeast and mammalian cells. Targeted cancer

therapies which exploit synthetic lethal relationships between

proteins acting in DNA repair pathways of rapidly proliferating cells

can be modeled and devised based on the findings from yeast

screens. Of particular interest are the helicase networks since

evidence implicates these pathway webs as critically essential for

stability at the replication fork and an appropriate DNA damage and
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signaling response. Pinpointed disruption of helicase-dependent

pathways may provide the fine-tuning necessary to use synthetic

lethality as a mechanism for killing cancer cells in a selective

manner.

HELICASE DETERMINANTS OF SYNTHETIC
LETHALITY IN EUKARYOTIC MODEL SYSTEMS

Although the complexity of gene networks may increase from

unicellular to multicellular organisms, basic pathways of DNA

replication and repair are often conserved. In this section, we

highlight several advances in identifying and understanding

synthetic lethal relationships of various eukaryotic DNA helicases

and interacting proteins that are engaged in processes that directly

affect replication fork dynamics and genomic stability. We will

discuss a representative example from a few model organisms,

beginning with another simple eukaryote and proceeding with more

complex higher eukaryotic systems.

NEUROSPORA RECQ HOMOLOGS QDE3, AND RECQ2

Two RecQ homologs exist in the filamentous fungus Neurospora,

QDE3, and RECQ2 [Cogoni and Macino, 1999; Pickford et al., 2003].

Kato and Inoue [2006] determined that the qde-3 recQ2 double

mutant showed a severe growth defect and increased sensitivity to a

variety of DNA damaging agents compared to the single mutants,

suggesting the two RecQ helicases operate in parallel pathways of

the DNA damage response. Importantly, the growth defect of the

qde-3 recQ2 double mutant was suppressed by a third mutation in

the RAD51 homolog mei-3. The increased mutator phenotype of

the qde-3 recQ2 double mutant was suppressed by mutation in the

mammalian Ku80 homolog mus52, suggesting that error-prone

NHEJ is responsible for the elevated mutation frequency of the qde-3

recQ2 double mutant. However, the growth defect of the qde-3 recQ2

double mutant was not suppressed by the mus52 mutation,

consistent with the idea that HR is responsible. Based on their

genetic results, the authors proposed that the two RecQ homologs in

Neurospora play a role in the suppression of spontaneous DSBs.

Given the strong interest in DNA strand break repair as a target for

inhibition in anti-cancer strategies, the genetic interactions between

RecQ genes demonstrated in Neurospora and other model systems

are likely to be relevant.

DROSOPHILA BLM

A common theme in helicase functions during cellular replication or

repair is the interaction of these proteins with structure-specific

nucleases. A good example of the myriad of physical and functional

interactions between helicases and nucleases is that of the RecQ

helicases and Rad2 nucleases [Sharma et al., 2008]. WRN helicase,

defective in Werner syndrome, stimulates the DNA cleavage activity

catalyzed by Flap Endonuclease 1 (FEN1), a nuclease that is

implicated in Okazaki fragment processing and BER, through a

physical protein interaction [Brosh et al., 2001, 2002]. The WRN:

FEN1 interaction was shown to be important in cellular DNA

replication in vivo [Sharma et al., 2004b], and the two proteins are

closely associated with each other in human cells at arrested
JOURNAL OF CELLULAR BIOCHEMISTRY



replication forks [Sharma et al., 2004a]. BLM was also show to

interact with FEN1 [Sharma et al., 2003b]. Protein interactions of the

FEN1 sequence-related EXO1 nuclease with WRN [Sharma et al.,

2003a], RECQ1 [Doherty et al., 2005], and BLM [Nimonkar et al.,

2008] also exist that are likely to be important for strand resection

during DSB repair or processing of stalled replication fork structures

to prevent deleterious recombinogenic pathways. Understanding

how these interactions are regulated in a biological setting is a

daunting but important challenge. It is quite likely that synthetic

lethal interactions exist between helicases and nucleases that might

be exploited for cancer therapies.

In Drosophila, mutation in the gene encoding the Mus81

endonuclease is synthetic lethal with mutation in the mus309 gene

encoding the BLM helicase, and the synthetic lethality is associated

with elevated apoptosis in rapidly proliferating tissues [Trowbridge

et al., 2007]. Elevated apoptosis from the increased load of DNA

damage leads to cell death, particularly in rapidly dividing cells. The

authors of the study proposed that the broken replication forks in

the mus81 mus309 double mutant arise from replication blockage

that leads to the accumulation of double strand breaks. These

DSBs are likely to undergo deleterious pathways of recombination,

leading to further genomic instability. Consistent with this notion,

the synthetic lethality of the mus81 mus309 double mutant was

suppressed by a third mutation in the DNA strand exchange

protein Rad51 that is implicated in HR. Altogether, the results from

the genetic assays in Drosophila are consistent with the previously

observed synthetic lethal interactions of RecQ helicases (SGS1,

rqh1) and genes encoding the Mus81-Mms4 (or Mus81-Eme1)

nuclease complexes in S. cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces

pombe [Boddy et al., 2000; Mullen et al., 2001]. Interestingly,

human Mus81 nuclease interacts physically and functionally with

the BLM helicase [Zhang et al., 2005], suggesting the helicase

operates in a complex network of proteins that work through

overlapping and interacting pathways to confer genomic integrity.

CAENORHABDITIS ELEGANS RTEL1

The groundwork evidence implicating Srs2 as a key helicase in the

DNA damage response in S. cerevisiae suggests that it might be

an excellent target for studying synthetic lethal interactions of srs2

in mammalian cells. However, the functional homolog of Srs2 in

higher eukaryotes was not known until only very recently. Barber

et al. [2008] identified C. elegans RTEL-1 as a functional analog of

Srs2; furthermore, they characterized human RTEL1, and deter-

mined that it is necessary for DNA repair and to suppress HR. In

terms of synthetic lethality, C. elegans rtel-1 mutants displayed high

embryonic lethality when present with a second mutation in helicase

genes him-6 (BLM) or rcq-5 (RECQ5), or the mus81 gene encoding

the structure-specific nuclease mentioned earlier [Barber et al.,

2008]. rtel-1 mutants lacking dog-1 (FANCJ) helicase produced no

embryos, indicating their strong genetic interaction [Barber et al.,

2008]. Based on the synthetic lethal interactions, the authors

suggested that RTEL-1, like Srs2, functions to regulate HR. In

support of this concept, RAD51 foci in the worm germ-line were

massively elevated in rtel-1 mutants that also contained mutations

in genes representing synthetic lethal interactions (him-6, rcq-5,

mus81, dog-1). Importantly, RTEL1-depleted human cells showed
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increased HR and sensitivity to interstrand cross-linking (ICL)-

inducing agent, similar to what was observed for the C. elegans rtel-

1 mutant. Human RTEL1 was shown to biochemically inhibit HR by

disrupting the three-stranded D-loop DNA molecule [Barber et al.,

2008], an early intermediate of HR. Altogether, the results suggest

that RTEL1 controls HR to prevent genomic instability and raise the

possibility that RTEL1 is a good candidate for targeted cancer

therapies based on synthetic lethality.

VERTEBRATE BLM, RECQL5, AND F-BOX DNA HELICASE 1

Studies in S. pombe demonstrating synthetic lethality between the

sole RecQ homolog Rqh1 and F-box DNA helicase 1 (Fbh1)

[Morishita et al., 2005; Osman et al., 2005] prompted Takeda and co-

workers to examine the potential relationship between FBH1 and

BLM in chicken cells [Kohzaki et al., 2007]. The chicken DT40 system

has provided an elegant and facile system to study the pathways of

various proteins implicated in cellular DNA metabolism in

vertebrates. In addition to chicken, FBH1 is conserved in mice

and humans as well. FBH1�/� cells were observed to exhibit

elevated sister chromatid exchange (SCE) and formation of radial

chromosomes [Kohzaki et al., 2007]. BLM�/�/FBH1�/� cells

displayed additive increases in SCEs and formation of radial

chromosomes, suggesting that BLM and Fbh1 helicases operate in

parallel pathways to avoid crossovers during recombination

initiated by replication fork collapse.

Gene disruption studies in vertebrate cells have shed new insight

to the overlapping functions and pathways of eukaryotic RecQ

helicases. SCE is increased in an additive manner when both BLM

and RECQL5 are mutated in either chicken DT40 cells or mouse cells

[Wang et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2005; Otsuki et al., 2007], indicating

that the two RecQ helicases suppress SCE by distinct mechanisms.

Moreover, BLM�/�/RECL5�/� and BLM�/�/FBH1�/� DT40 cells

grow more slowly than cells with a single gene disruption [Kohzaki

et al., 2007]. Although DT40 cells deleted for both BLM and RECQL1

did not show a higher SCE level compared to the BLM�/� single

mutant, BLM�/�/RECL1�/� cells displayed a hyper-SCE phenotype

when cells were treated with the ICL agent mitomycin C [Wang et al.,

2003]. Thus, like the lower eukaryotes, BLM helicase seems to

operate as a network hub or molecular node in terms of overlapping

and intersecting genetic pathways to confer stability of the

replicating genome (Fig. 2). For example, BLM and its associated

factors (RPA, Topoisomerase IIIa) are found in a supercomplex with

the Fanconi anemia core complex [Wang, 2007]. Previous findings

have suggested that BLM collaborates with FA proteins in response

to replicational stress [Pichierri et al., 2004; Hirano et al., 2005]. The

development of inhibitors against BLM and related helicases is likely

to be a useful approach in exploiting synthetic lethality and

compensatory DNA repair pathways to create novel cancer therapy

strategies. Targeted helicase inhibition may enable the use of

conventional anti-cancer drugs like DNA ICL agents at lower

concentrations, thereby broadening the therapeutic index. More-

over, DNA helicases may well be an attractive target for

amplification of tumor-specific replicative lesions through targeted

inhibition of DNA repair proteins, a hotly discussed area of cancer

therapy [Helleday, 2008].
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Fig. 2. Bloom’s syndrome helicase (BLM) operates as a network hub. Physical,

functional, and genetic interactions of the BLM helicase suggest that BLM is a

network hub for overlapping and intersecting pathways to maintain genomic

stability and conduct the replicational stress response. Therefore, BLM and its

interacting network represent a provocative target for anti-cancer drugs to

inhibit compensatory DNA repair pathways. See text for details.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Future research in helicase-targeted therapy will be benefited by

mouse model systems that will hopefully more closely mimic tumor

progression and inhibition in humans. However, given the

limitations of mice in terms of their differences from humans in

certain aspects of genomic DNA structure and metabolism (e.g.,

longer telomeres), continued work with human cells and xenografts

will be extremely important for cancer biologists. RNA interference

screens, such as that described by Lord et al. [2008] [Lord and

Ashworth, 2008], to identify DNA repair determinants of PARP

inhibitor sensitivity will be a valuable approach to investigate the

potential importance of helicase targets to enhance anti-cancer drug

sensitivity. In addition, research efforts should be maintained and

supported in model eukaryotic genetic systems since these have

provided important insights to the identification and characteriza-

tion of synthetic lethal relationships between DNA repair pathways.

No doubt, hitting the bull’s eye to develop novel therapies for cancer

will require significant effort, but DNA repair helicases offer an

enticing target for cancer drugs of the future.
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